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Abstract – Since Tse and Verdú proved that the global maximum likelihood (GML) detector achieves unit 
asymptotic multiuser efficiency (AME) in the limit of large random spreading (LRS) CDMA, no suboptimal 
detector has been found to achieve unit AME. In this letter, we obtain that the WSLAS detector with a linear 
per-bit complexity achieves unit AME in the LRS-CDMA with a channel load < ½ − 1/(4ln2) bits/s/Hz. For a 
practical system with any user number, a quasi LRS-CDMA is then proposed to approach the single-user 
performance in the high SNR regime.  
 
Index Terms – Multiaccess communication, nonlinear detection, maximum likelihood detection.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Tse and Verdú proved [1] that the NP-hard global maximum likelihood (GML) detector achieves unit asymptotic 
multiuser efficiency (AME) in the limit of large random spreading (LRS) CDMA, and thus achieving the single-user 
bit error rate (BER) in the high SNR regime. Since then, none of suboptimal detectors with a practical complexity 
has been proved to achieve the unit AME except that there exist nontrivial CDMA channels where the LAS detector 
can achieve unit AME regardless of user number as shown in the companion paper [6]. The belief propagation (BP) 
algorithm is recently applied to approach the GML detection in the LRS-CDMA [2]-[5]. However, in order to reduce 
the complexity of BP, which grows exponentially with the user number, to a practical complexity, Gaussian 
approximation is necessarily applied.  
  The contribution of this letter is twofold. First, it is proved that the WSLAS detectors2 [6] achieve the unit AME in 
the LRS-CDMA limit with a channel load less than ½ − 1/(4ln2) bits/s/Hz. Alike the result of Tse and Verdú [1], the 
unit AME is obtained by taking zero noise limit first and then large system limit. In a looser limit condition that the 
noise power tends to zero and the system size tends to infinity at the same rate, it is further proved that a local 
maximum likelihood (LML) point is identical to the GML point. The results are applicable to all LML detectors with 
any neighborhood size [7]. Second, by a scheme of bit extending and multiplexing, a quasi-large random sequence 
(QLRS) CDMA is proposed for a practical CDMA system with any user number to approach the single-user 
performance. The scheme does not incur either increase of bandwidth or/and power or decrease of transmission rate. 
Simulation results show that the LAS detectors can approach the GML BER of LRS-CDMA limit [11] with all SNR 
and approach the single-user BER in high SNR when the total number of bits is greater than 500 and the channel load 
is not greater than 1 bit/s/Hz. Since the single-user bound is approached with the channel load as high as 1 bit/s/Hz, 
the QLRS-CDMA employing the LAS detectors has approached the bound that a perfect TDMA or FDMA can 
approach. The per-bit complexity of the LAS detectors demonstrated in all simulations is less than 0.5 times the bit 
number.  
                                                     
1 Yi Sun is with the Department of Electrical Engineering at the City College of City University of New York, New York, NY 10031. Phone: (212)650-6621; E-
mail: ysun@ee.ccny.cuny.edu. This paper was presented in part at the 41st Annual Conference on Information Science and Systems, Baltimore, Maryland, 
March 14-16, 2007.   
2 All WSLAS detectors are local maximum likelihood (LML) detectors with neighborhood size one.  
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II. PROPOSED QLRS-CDMA 
A. LRS-CDMA channel 
Consider a K-user bit-synchronous Gaussian CDMA channel. The bit period is Tb and the chip period is Tc. Then the 
transmission rate for uncoded bits per user is 1/Tb bits per second, the channel bandwidth approximately equals W = 
1/Tc and the spectral spreading factor equals N = Tb/Tc. The chip matched filter (MF) at the receiver outputs  
 .         (1) 
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S = (s1, …, sK) where the N-chip sk is the kth user’s spreading sequence with unit length ||sk|| = 1. A = diag(A1, …, AK) 
where Ak is the received signal amplitude of user k. b = (b1, …, bK)T is the vector of K users’ transmitted bits that 
independently equiprobably take on ±1’s. m ~ N(0, σ2I) is a white Gaussian noise vector. The MF bank S outputs a 
sufficient statistic y = STr = RAb + n where R = STS and n = STm ~ N(0, σ2R).   
  In the large random sequence (LRS) CDMA, the user number and the sequence dimension tend to infinity with their 
ratio kept a constant α = K/N ∈ (0, ∞). The type of random spreading sequence 1( , , )Tk k Nks s= … Ns  where sjk 
independently equiprobably takes on ±1’s can be practically short that a user initially selects a sequence and uses it to 
spread its all bits, or be practically long that a user newly selects a sequence for each bit. The received amplitudes Ak 
are fixed regardless of sequence selection and are bounded by A′ ≤ Ak ≤ A″ as K tends to infinity. The channel load is 
equal to α = K/(WTb) = K/N bits/s/Hz. With fixed α, the bandwidth share per user W/K = 1/(αTb) is unchanged and 
therefore the bandwidth usage is fixed as K tends to infinity.  
  Tse and Verdú has proved [1] that the AME of the GML detector converges almost surely to one in the LRS-
CDMA for all α; in contrast, the AME converges to zero and 1−α for the MF and for the decorrelator and the MMSE, 
respectively.   
  The LRS-CDMA is theoretically significant but impractical since a practical system has a fairly small user number 
and bandwidth.  
 
B. QLRS-CDMA  
For a practical CDMA system where K and W (or N) are finite and fixed, we propose to construct a quasi-large 
random sequence (QLRS) CDMA by a scheme of bit extending and multiplexing. User k collects and simultaneously 
transmits Bk bits bkj, j = 1, …, Bk, which are extended by a factor of B to occupy B bit periods of BTb seconds and 
spread by the BN-chip unit-length random sequences skj ∈ { 1 ,1 }BNBN BN− . Though each user may multiplex a 
different number of bits Bk, all the extended bits have the same duration BTb. During an extended bit period, the chip 
MF outputs  
           (2) 
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where m ~ N(0, σ2IBN). The bit multiplexing factors Bk and extending factor B tend to infinity and their ratios βk = 
Bk/B for k = 1, …, K are fixed. Then the channel load is fixed and equals  
 
1 1
1 1K K
k
k kb
B
WBT N k
α β
= =
= =∑ ∑          (3) 
bits/s/Hz.  
  The constructed QLRS-CDMA is mathematically identical to an LRS-CDMA where there are K classes of users, 
each class has the same user power, and the channel load equals α. The scheme does not change the bandwidth W 
and user powers. Moreover, when βk = 1 for k = 1, …, K, all users also have the same transmission rate 1/Tb as in the 
original system. However, as a by-product, adjusting βk can attain different transmission rates. Even for a system 
where spectrum is not spread with N = 1, the QLRS-CDMA can be still constructed.  
  The proposed QLRS-CDMA differs from the conventional CDMA schemes. First, in the conventional CDMA the 
sequences spread only in frequency and the sequence dimension is equal to the spectral spreading factor N. In the 
QLRS-CDMA, the sequences may spread not only in frequency but also in time. The total spreading factor BN is 
equal to the temporal spreading factor B times the spectral spreading factor N with the sequence dimension increased 
by a fact of B. Second, the QLRS-CDMA is also different from the conventional multirate CDMA that aims at 
providing variable transmission rates for users with different qualities of service. Moreover, the bit multiplexing used 
in multicode CDMA does not improve the BER performance of the conventional MF detector and other interference-
limited detectors. In particular, the scheme of bit extending and multiplexing with the same factor B does not change 
the interference power to each user and so does not change the performance of an interference-limited detector. 
However, the QLRS-CDMA has the advantage that as B increases, the channel eventually possesses the LML 
characteristic due to the long random sequences so that the LAS detectors can approach the GML detection in all 
SNR and approach the single-user performance in high SNR. Meanwhile, the QLRS-CDMA does not incur decrease 
of transmission rate though as a side product a variable transmission rate can be obtained by varying the number of 
multiplexed bits. Finally, unlike the conventional LRS-CDMA, the QLRS-CDMA can be practically implemented 
since the temporal spreading factor B can be arbitrarily large. 
 
III. ACHIEVABILITY OF SINGLE-USER PERFORMANCE  
A. LML characteristic 
Since the QLRS-CDMA is identical to a particular LRS-CDMA with a finite number of user classes, the following 
analysis is focused on the LRS-CDMA and all the results are applicable to the QLRS-CDMA. The short sequences 
shall be considered and the results are in the almost sure convergence, which are applicable to long sequences in the 
deterministic convergence.  
  The notions of error vector, error weight,  and  indecomposable  error  vectors  developed  by  Verdú  [12]  shall  be  
employed. Let lGML(ε) be the hyperplane separating the transmitted signal SAb and the error signal SA(b−2ε) 
optimally in terms of GML. Then the distance from SAb to the hyperplane lGML(ε) equals [12] 
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 GML ( ) Td =ε ε Hε            (4) 
where H = ARA. For the indecomposable error vector ε, dGML(ε) is also the distance from SAb to the GML decision 
region of SA(b−2ε). If the minimum dGML(ε) over all error vectors is equal to dGML(ek) where ek is the kth coordinate 
vector, then by the GML detector the kth user achieves unit AME. Tse and Verdú proved [1] that the GML detector 
achieves almost surely unit AME in the LRS-CDMA. As an extension, the following theorem further indicates that 
the LRS-CDMA possess the LML characteristic. Let E denote the set of error vectors and I(ε) and w(ε) the index set 
of nonzero elements and weight of ε, respectively.  
  Theorem 1: In the LRS-CDMA with any α > 0, (i) given any positive integers M1 < M2, dGML(ε1) < dGML(ε2) a.s. ∀ε1, 
ε2 ∈ E such that I(ε1) ⊂ I(ε2) and w(ε1) ≤ M1 < w(ε2) ≤ M2; (ii) for any δ > 0, there exists M ≥ 2 such that dGML(ε) > δ 
a.s. ∀ε ∈ E with w(ε) ≥ M.             
  The LML characteristic means that in the LRS CDMA limit the mapping of SA from {−1,1}K to 
{ : { 1,1} }K N∈ − ⊂SAb b \  retains the local topology of {−1,1}K at any bit vector. Standing at the transmitted signal in 
the r space, one would typically see that the error signals with larger error weights are farther and all the error signals 
with the error weights tending to infinity are infinitely far. Since the GML decision is based on the nearest distance 
from r to a signal, the GML BER in the high SNR regime is dominated by the signals that have one bit error. This 
suggests that to achieve the GML detection one would, without the exhaustive search over the entire set {−1,1}K, 
perform only an LML detection.  
 
B. Achievability of single-user performance by WSLAS  
For the WSLAS detector, let lLML(ε) be the hyperplane that passes through the vertex of the LML point region of 
SA(b−2ε) and is parallel to the optimum hyperplane lGML(ε). It is obtained in [6] that the distance from SAb to the 
hyperplane lLML(ε) is equal to  
 
2
LML (2 )( )
T
T
d −= ε H A εε
ε Hε
.          (5) 
The distance from SAb to the LML point region of SA(b−2ε) is lower bounded by dLML(ε). Though dLML(ε) ≤ dGML(ε) 
for all indecomposable error vectors ε, dLML(ε) = dGML(ε) if w(ε) = 1. Thus, regarding discrimination of signals with 
one bit error, the WSLAS detector performs equally well as the GML detector does. The following theorem reveals a 
relationship between the WSLAS and the GML detectors.  
  Theorem 2: In the LRS-CDMA, (i) for any α > 0, given any positive integer M, dLML(ε) → dGML(ε) a.s. ∀ε ∈ E with 
w(ε) ≤ M; moreover, (ii) if α < α* ≡ ½ − 1/(4ln2), then for any δ > 0 there exists M  ≥ 2 such that dLML(ε) > δ a.s. ∀ε 
∈E with w(ε) ≥ M.              
  Different from the GML decision region, the LML point regions of different bit vectors may be overlapped with 
each other. Consequently, the local optimality of the WSLAS detectors cannot guarantee the global optimality since 
an observation r may be located in the region where a number of LML points coexist, most of which have lower 
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likelihoods than the GML. However, the following two theorems indicate that in the regime of α < α* and vanishing 
noise power, the suboptimal WSLAS detector can achieve the GML.  
  Theorem 3: In the LRS-CDMA with α < α*, the AME’s of all the LML detectors converge a.s. to one.     
  Since Tse and Verdúproved [1] that the GML detector achieves unit AME in LRS-CDMA, none of other 
suboptimal detectors has been found to achieve unit AME but the WSLAS detector indicated by Theorem 3. Like the 
GML detector [1], the WSLAS detector achieving unit AME is obtained by taking the zero noise limit first and then 
large system limit. However, the following theorem further indicates that in a looser condition where the noise power 
tends to zero and the system size tends to infinity at the same rate, an LML point is almost surely the GML point. 
  Theorem 4: In the LRS-CDMA where α < α* and Nσ  = c ∈ (0, ∞) fixed, an LML point is a.s. the GML point.    
  In the regime of α < α* and vanishing noise, there is typically no LML point but the GML point. The likelihood 
function is sufficiently smooth. Thus, the WSLAS detector that in each step searches a higher likelihood in the 
neighborhood of a tentatively obtained vector can reach the GML point. It is practically interesting that the WSLAS 
detector can be implemented with a per-bit complex linear in the number of transmitted bits while the GML detector 
is NP-hard.  
All the results are applicable to the LML detectors with neighborhood size J ≥ 2, which are also LML detectors 
with neighborhood size one and can be implemented with a per-bit complexity of order ( )KJ  [7].  
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Simulations are carried out for the QLRS-CDMA where all users have the identical Bk = B and equal power. For BK 
≤ 128, long spreading sequences are used. For BK > 128, short sequences are used and the BER’s for five samples of 
short sequences are estimated and shown together with their averages. Four GPLAS detectors [6] with group sizes J 
= 8, 4, 2, and 1 are cascaded in the order of group size. That is, the output of the GPLAS detector with group size 8 is 
the initial of the GPLAS detector with group size 4. The cascaded GPLAS detectors from size 8 through 1 form a 
WSLAS detector. The GPLAS detectors cyclically update bits group by group and the SLAS detector updates bits 
cyclically bit by bit. The BER of the fixed point for each of the LAS detectors is shown. The bit flip rate (BFR) is the 
total number of bit flips divided by the total number of bits tested. The per-bit complexity, defined as the average 
number of additions per transmission divided by BK, is equal to BFR times BK [6]. Thus, the BFR indicating the 
complexity is also shown. 
  As performance references, the BER’s of the MMSE-DF with a per-bit complexity 1.5BK and the SIC detector [12] 
are estimated in simulation. The BER’s of the MF, decorrelator, MMSE, and GML detectors in the LRS-CDMA 
limit are also shown. The first three are obtained by the Q function evaluated at the limit SIR [8][9] since the 
interference of these linear receivers is asymptotically Gaussian [10] and the fourth is calculated by Tanaka’s formula 
[11]. All these suboptimal detectors are linearly complex. In all simulations, only the multiplication BK is given and 
thus the results are applicable to any pair of integers B and K with the given BK.  
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  The BER’s of the LAS detectors shown in Fig. 1 monotonically decrease as BK increases, which justifies the 
proposal to construct the QLRS-CDMA. As BK increases, the variance of crosscorrelations of the random sequences 
1/(BN) = α/(BK) decreases, the distances 2dGML(ε) from the transmitted signal to the error signals are eventually 
dominated by their error weights and the channel eventually presents the LML characteristic. Consequently, the LAS 
detectors can perform better by exploiting the LML characteristic. The BER’s of the GPLAS detectors with small 
group sizes approach the GML BER when BK is greater than 500, confirming Theorems 3 and 4.  
  From the figure, we can see how the BER’s of the GPLAS detectors monotonically decreases to the limit GML 
BER 2.1×10−4 as B increases with a fixed K. For example, consider a system of K = 8 users. The BER’s averaged 
over the five sequence samples with J = 2, 1 are about {7.1×10−2, 6.5×10−2} for B = 1 (no bit extending and 
multiplexing), {1.1×10−2, 5.4×10−3} for B = 16, {2.9×10−4, 2.7×10−4} for B = 64, {2.1×10−4, 2.0×10−4} for B = 256, 
and {2.1×10−4, 2.1×10−4} for B = 416. The BER’s with other K’s can be also obtained from the figure.  
  Theorems 3 and 4 are verified with a much wider regime of SNR by the simulation result in Fig. 2 where the 
GPLAS detectors with group size 1, 2 approach the GML BER in all SNR and the single-user bound in high SNR. In 
contrast, all other suboptimal detectors present a vast gap from the single-user BER in high SNR. The complexity of 
the LAS detectors is slightly affected by SNR, and is less than 0.33BK when the initial detector is the MF.  
  Theorems 3 and 4 are verified in a much wider regime of α by the simulation result in Fig. 3.  For α ≤ 1.0, the 
GPLAS detectors with J = 1 and 2 perform as well as the GML detector does, all close to the single-user bound. As α 
increases, the LAS detectors are slightly affected while other suboptimal detectors are apparently suffered from the 
increasing interference. For α > 1.0, the BER’s of the LAS detectors sharply increase around the transient load αT = 
1.1 while the GML detector behaves similarly at 1.32 that takes on three BER’s for α > 1.32. In this sense, with a 
target BER close to the single-user bound, the spectral efficiency equals 1.1 for the GPLAS and 1.32 bits/s/Hz for the 
GML. The former is only 17% lower but the complexity to reach the former is linear and NP-hard to the latter. The 
BER variation of the LAS detectors is large for α > 1.1, which suggests that the LAS detectors may also take 
multiple BER’s in the limit LRS-CDMA for large α. As shown in (b), the complexity of all LAS detectors is less 
than 0.5BK with the initial MF detector. Meanwhile, for α ≤ 1, the initial detector has no affect on the LAS BER 
when BK is over 500, contradicting the common view that performance of an iterative detector significantly depends 
on its initial detector. However, the transient load αT is sensitive to the initial detector, and the initial MF increases αT 
by about 0.05 compared with the random initial (results are not shown).  
  In all the simulations, the SLAS detector approaches almost the same performance of the WSLAS detector since 
both are LML detectors. However, the former has a little higher complexity. The initial MF, which is almost cost-free, 
can significantly reduce the complexity of the LAS detectors. The per-bit complexity of the LAS detectors in all 
cases is about cBK with c ≤ 0.5. Hence, the computation cost incurred in the QLRS-CDMA increases only linearly 
with the extending factor B. Being also LML detectors with neighborhood size one and having higher complexity, 
the LML detectors with neighborhood size J ≥ 2 [7] are expected to perform better than the WSLAS detector.  
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  Though this work considers bit-synchronous uncoded data transmission over Gaussian CDMA channels, the QLRS-
CDMA employing the LAS and LML detectors is obviously applicable to bit-asynchronous, coded data transmission, 
fading, multipath, MIMO, or/and multicarrier CDMA channels. The spreading in both time and frequency can 
combat dispersion both in frequency and time when the QLRS-CDMA is applied in fading channels.  
 
APPENDIX  
Proof of Theorem 1:  
  The proof of (i) follows the similar lines in [1]. Consider ϕK the event that dGML(ε1) ≥ dGML(ε2) for some (ε1, ε2) ∈ G 
where G is the set of pairs (ε′, ε″) of error vectors such that I(ε′) ⊂ I(ε″) and w(ε′) ≤ M1 < w(ε″) ≤ M2. It shall be 
shown that Pr(ϕK) converges to zero exponentially as K tends to infinity. Then result (i) follows from this together 
with the Borel-Cantelli lemma. By the union bound, 
 { }
1 2
GML 2 GML 2
1 2
( , )
Pr( ) Pr [ ( )] [ ( )] 0K
G
d dϕ
∈
≤ −∑
ε ε
ε ε ≥ .      (6) 
The number of terms in G is polynomial in K. Then it suffices that each probability in (6) converges to zero 
exponentially in K. Since ( )2GML 2 1 ( ))] (1 ) mNm j i Id N s ε= ∈= ∑ ∑ εε[ (  for m = 1, 2, it follows that ji i miA
GML 2 GML 2
1 2 1
[ ( )] [ ( )] (1 ) N jJd d N =− = ∑ε ε Z  where ( )2 1 2 1 122 2( ) ( ) ( )2j ji i i ji i i jl l li I i I l I 1Z s A s A s Aε ε ε∈ − ∈ − ∈= − −∑ ∑ ∑ε ε ε ε ε
2 1
2
( ) ii I
. Zj’s are 
i.i.d. random variables with mean 1( )E Z = −∑ A∈ −ε ε
2
1 2 1 2 1 1( )( ( ) 2 ( ))
 which is less than zero. Thus, each event in the union bound 
is a large deviation. It can be obtained that | |Z w w w A′′≤ − − +ε ε ε ε ε  which is finite and therefore 
E[exp(a|Z1|)] < ∞ for any fixed a > 0. By the lemma of large deviations [13] (pp. 281), there exists c ∈ [0, a] such 
that for each δ > 0, 
 { }GML 2 GML 21 2 1Pr [ ( )] [ ( )] ( ) (Nd d E Z gδ− > + ≤ε ε )c
1
,      (7) 
 1( ) exp[ ( ( ) )] [exp( )] 1g c c E Z E cZδ≡ − + < .        (8) 
Now, it is sufficient to find δ > 0 such that E(Z1) + δ ≤ 0 uniformly for all Ai’s and all (ε′, ε″) ∈ G. Since 
2
1( )E Z A′≤ −  uniformly, then take . This completes proof of (i). Result (ii) is proved by Step 2 of [1] with the 
change that v
2Aδ ′=
TARAv < 1 on page 2721 of [1] is replaced by vTARAv < δ and some lines are modified accordingly.   
 
Proof of Theorem 2: 
  (i) Consider ϕK the event that for a fixed δ > 0, |dLML(ε) − dGML(ε)| > δ for some ε ∈ E with w(ε) ≤ M. It shall be 
shown that Pr(ϕK) converges to zero exponentially as N tends to infinity. Then result (i) follows from this together 
with the Borel-Cantelli lemma. By the union bound, 
 LML GML
( )
Pr( ) Pr | ( ) ( ) |K
w M
d dϕ δ
≤
≤ −∑
ε
ε ε >  .       (9) 
The number of error vectors with 1 ≤ w(ε) ≤ M is polynomial in K. Then it suffices that each probability in (9) 
converges to zero exponentially in K. 
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  For each 0 < µ < A′,  
 ( )LML GML 2Pr | ( ) ( ) | Pr || ||T Td d δ δ − > = − > ε ε ε Hε Aε ε Hε  
 ( ) ( )2 2Pr || || ; Pr || || ;T T T T T Tδ µ δ= − > ≥ + − > <ε Hε Aε ε Hε ε Hε ε Hε Aε ε Hε ε Hε µ  
 ( ) ( )2Pr || || PrT T Tδ µ≤ − > +ε Hε Aε ε Hε ε Hε < .      (10) 
It has been shown in [1] that the second probability converges to zero exponentially and uniformly for all Ai’s and all 
ε with w(ε) ≤ M.  
  It is sufficient to show in what follows that the first probability in (10) also converges to zero exponentially and 
uniformly for all Ai’s and all ε with w(ε) ≤ M. To this end, define 
 
( )
|| ||i ij j j
j I
Y s A ε
∈
= ∑
ε
Aε ,           (11) 
which are i.i.d. with zero mean and unit variance and then  
            (12) 2
1
N
i
i
Y Y
=
=∑
has mean N. Since 2|| ||T Y N=ε Hε Aε , the first probability in (10) equals  
 ( ) ( )2Pr || || Pr || ||T T Y N NYδ δ− > = − >ε Hε Aε ε Hε Aε  
 ( )( ) ( )( )Pr || || Pr || ||Y N NY Y N NYδ= − > + − < −Aε Aε δ .     (13) 
By simple algebra, the first probability in (13) equals  
 ( )( ) (Pr || || PrY N NY Y Nδ− > = >Aε )β ,       (14) 
 2 2 2( 4 || || ) (4 || || )β δ δ= + + Aε Aε 2         (15) 
is greater than one for all δ > 0. Note that the variance of Y1 equals one and thus the event in the considered 
probability is a large deviation. Since 2 21 ( )A A
2Y w ′′ ′≤ ε , 21[exp( )]E aY < ∞  for any fixed a > 0. It follows from the 
lemma of large deviations [13] that there exists c ≥ 0 such that for each δ > 0, 
 ( )( )Pr || || ( , )NY N NY g cδ β− > ≤Aε ,        (16) 
 .         (17) 21( , ) exp( ) [exp( )] 1g c c E cYβ β≡ − <
For each δ > 0, β > 1 is true uniformly for all Ai’s and all ε with w(ε) ≤ M. Hence, the probability (16) converges to 
zero exponentially and uniformly.  
  Similarly, the second probability in (13) equals  
 ( )( ) ( )1Pr || || PrY N NY Y Nδ −− < − = <Aε β .       (18) 
Note that for all δ > 0, β−1 is less than one while the variance of Y1 equals one. Since E a  for any fixed 
a < 0, in terms of the lemma of large deviations [13] there exists c ≤ 0 such that for each δ > 0, 
2
1[exp( )]Y < ∞
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 ( )( ) 1Pr || || ( , )NY N NY g cδ β −− < − ≤Aε        (19) 
and g(c, β−1) < 1. For each δ > 0, β−1 < 1 is true uniformly. Hence, the probability (18) converges to zero 
exponentially and uniformly. This completes the proof of (i).  
  (ii) Let F be the set of indecomposable error vectors. It has been shown in [6] that for each  ε ∈ E, there is ε′ ∈ F 
such that dLML(ε′) < dLML(ε). Then it is sufficient to show that the result is true for all indecomposable error vectors ε 
∈ F. Let GK be the event that given δ > 0, dLML(ε) < δ for some ε ∈ F with w(ε) ≥ M. It shall be shown that Pr(GK) 
converges to zero exponentially fast as N tends to zero. Together with the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it proves the result. 
The probability of GK is upper bounded by  
  LML
, ( )
Pr( ) Pr ( ) ;K
E w M
G d δ
∈ ≥
 ≤ ≤ ∑
ε ε
ε ε F∈ LML
| | ( )
Pr ( ) ;
K
m M J m J
d
ψ
δ
= = ∈
F = ≤ ∈ ∑ ∑ ∑
ε
ε ε .   (20) 
Since by Lemma 1 of [6] there are at most two indecomposable error vectors in ψ(J) regardless of S and A, 
  LML
| |
Pr( ) 2 Pr( ( ) ; ; ( ) )
K
K
m M J m
G d F Iδ
= =
≤ ≤ ∈∑ ∑ ε ε ε J= LML
| |
2 Pr( ( ) ; ( )
K
m M J m
d Iδ
= =
)J≤ ≤ =∑ ∑ ε ε    (21) 
where ε is any error vector in ψ(J) with given J. Note that  
 ( )LML ( ) || || 2d Y N= −ε Aε N Y .        (22) 
To get rid of the event Y = 0, consider the probability conditioned with fixed µ ∈ (0, ½) and then by simple algebra  
 ( ) ( )LMLPr ( ) | Pr |d Y Y N Yδ µ λ≤ > = ≤ >ε µ ,       (23) 
 2 2 2( 8 || || ) (16 || || )λ δ δ= + + Aε Aε 2 ,        (24) 
which is greater than ½ and converges to ½ as M → ∞. Thus for a fixed J and any ε ∈ ψ(J), 
 ( ) ( ) ( )LML LML LMLPr ( ) Pr ( ) | Pr( ) Pr ( ) | Pr( )d d Y Y d Y Yδ δ µ µ δ µ≤ = ≤ > > + ≤ ≤ ≤ε ε ε µ  
 ( )Pr | Pr( ) Pr( )Y N Y Y Yλ µ µ≤ ≤ > > + ≤ µ Pr( )Y N λ= ≤       (25) 
where the last equality holds since Nλ ≥ ½.  
  It follows from the Chernoff bound that P 21r( ) exp( ){ [exp( )]}
NY N t N E tYλ λ≤ ≤ −
2
1
2
1
 for any t < 0. If sji’s were i.i.d. 
Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance, then Y  would be Chi-square distributed with degree one. An upper 
bound on the difference between the moment-generating functions of Y  and a Chi-square random variable has been 
given in [1] that 2 2 )] ( )tZ a w< ε1[exp( )] [exp(E tY E−  for some constant a where Z ~ N(0,1). The moment-
generating function for the Chi-square distribution is 2[exp( )] 1 1 2E tZ t= − . Then  
 ( ) { }LML 2Pr ( ) exp( ) [exp( )] ( ) Nd t N E tZ aδ λ≤ < − +ε εw  ( )exp( ) 1 1 2 ( ) Nt N t a wλ= − − + ε  
 ( )( )exp ln 1 1 2 ( )N t t a wλ= − − − + ε         (26) 
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where ( )ln 1 1 2 ( )t aλ − − + εt  converges to w 2 (1 2) ln(1 2 )t t+ −  as M increases. It follows from (21) that for 
sufficiently large M 
 ( )
| |
Pr( ) 2 exp (1 2) (1 2) ln(1 2 )
K
K
m M J m
G N t
= =
 < − + − ∑ ∑ t  ( )12 exp (1 2) (1 2) ln(1 2 )K N t t+  < − + −   
 ( )2exp (1 2) ln 2 (1 2) ln(1 2 )N t α= − − + − t 
≥
.        (27) 
where the exponent is minimized by taking t = −½ and then (27) converges to zero exponentially if α < α*. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.             
 
Proof of Theorem 3: 
  It is obtained in [6] that the AME of an LML detector is lower bounded by the least [dLML(ε)]+/Ak for all ε ∈ Fk 
where Fk is the set of indecomposable error vectors affecting user k and [x]+ = max{0, x}. For ε with w(ε) = 1, it 
follows from (5) that [dLML(ε)]+/Ak = 1. For all ε with 2 ≤ w(ε) ≤ M where M ≥ 2 is fixed, dLML(ε) → dGML(ε) almost 
surely by Theorem 2 and then dLML(ε)/Ak > 1 almost surely by Theorem 1. By means of Theorem 2, there exists an M 
such that dLML(ε)/Ak > 1 almost surely for all ε with w(ε) > M. Since AME cannot be greater than one, the AME of all 
LML/WSLAS detectors converges almost surely to one.           
 
Proof of Theorem 4: 
  Given an observation r , let bN∈\ LML be an LML vector defined with neighborhood size one. Denote ε = ½(b − 
bLML) and consider a fixed positive integer M.  
  First, consider all error vectors with w(ε) = 1. Specifically, let bi be the vector differing from bLML by the ith bit. 
Since bi is in the neighborhood of bLML, it satisfies  
   (28) 2 LML 2 LML LML LML 2|| || || || 2( ) ( ) || ( ) || 0Ti i i− − − = − − − + −r SAb r SAb r SAb SA b b A b b
  Second, consider all error vectors b such that 2 ≤ w(ε) ≤ M. Let GK be the event that there are some b such that 
2 LML 2|| || || || δ− − − <r SAb r SAb −  for δ > 0. Then  
 2 LML 2
2 ( )
Pr( ) Pr(|| || || || )K
w M
G δ
≤ ≤
≤ − − −∑
ε
r SAb r SAb < − .      (29) 
For each b, we have  
  2 LML 2 LML LML LML 2|| || || || 2( ) ( ) || ( ) ||T− − − = − − − + −r SAb r SAb r SAb SA b b SA b b
 .     (30) LML LML LML 2
( )
2( ) ( ) || ( ) ||T i
i I∈
= − − − + −∑
ε
r SAb SA b b SA b b
Due  to  (28),  ( )LML 2 LML 22 ( ) ( )Pr( ) Pr || ( ) || || ( ) ||K iw M i IG δ≤ ≤ ∈≤ − − −∑ ∑ε εSA b b A b b < − .  Since  || LML 2( ) ||− =SA b b   
2
1
(1 ) N jjN Z=∑  where ( )2j ji I i i iZ s Aε∈= ∑ ε  and 2 ( )[ ] || ( ) ||j ii IE Z ∈= − LML 2∑ ε A b b . Hence, for each δ > 0, 
LML(KE
2 2) || [ ] }E( ) {|| jZ δ= −A b b − < −b S  is an event of large deviation. Since |Z1| ≤ 2A″w(ε), by the lemma of large 
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deviations [13] Pr[EK(b)] converges to zero exponentially fast and so does Pr[GK(b)] since the number of b 
considered is polynomial in K. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, ||  almost surely for all b 
such that 2 ≤ w(ε) ≤ M.  
2 L|| || ||− ≥ −r SAb r SAb ML 2
=
  Third, consider all error vectors b such that w(ε) > M. By the law of large numbers, r is almost surely located on the 
sphere of ||  centered at the transmitted signal SAb0 || c−r SAb 0 with the finite radius c. Then ||  is 
almost surely finite; otherwise, by Theorem 2 (ii) the distance from SAb
LML
0( ) ||−SA b b
0 to the LML region of SAbLML would 
almost surely increase without bound and then bLML would not be an LML point almost surely. Now we consider an 
M such that the distance from SAbLML to the LML region of b for all b with w(ε) ≥ M is almost surely greater than γ 
+ 2c with a fixed γ > 0. By Theorem 2 (ii), such an M exists. Then r is not located in the LML region of b and so b is 
not an LML point almost surely for all the b’s with w(ε) ≥ M. This completes the proof.      
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(a)                                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) BER and (b) BFR versus BK. α = 0.8, SNR = 11 dB and MF initial in (a).  
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(a)                                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 2. (a) BER and (b) BFR versus SNR. α = 0.8, BK = 3000 and random initial in (a).  
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(a)                                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) BER and (b) BFR versus α. BK = 1136, 1600, 1960, 2264, 2536, 2784, 3000, and 3328 when α = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and α ≥ 0.8, respectively, SNR = 11 dB and MF initial in (a).  
